
BackgroundBackground Studies suggestthatStudies suggestthat

neuronal density in leftdorsolateralpre-neuronal densityin leftdorsolateralpre-

frontalcortexisincreasedin schizophrenia.frontalcortexisincreasedin schizophrenia.

AimsAims To replicate these findings andTo replicate these findings and

extend themto bothhemispheres.extend themto bothhemispheres.

MethodMethod Neuronal density, size andNeuronal density, size and

shapewere estimated in the prefrontalshapewere estimated inthe prefrontal

cortex (Brodmann area 9) ofthe left andcortex (Brodmann area 9) ofthe left and

righthemispheres of brains takenpost-right hemispheres of brains takenpost-

mortemfrom10 peoplewithmortemfrom10 peoplewith

schizophrenia and10 withoutmentalschizophrenia and10 withoutmental

illness (6 men,4 womenin both groups).illness (6 men, 4 womenin both groups).

ResultsResults Overallneuronal densityOverallneuronal density

(individuallycorrected for shrinkage) did(individuallycorrected for shrinkage) did

notdiffer betweenthe groups.In thenotdiffer betweenthe groups.In the

controlbrains, density wasgenerallycontrolbrains, densitywasgenerally

greater in the leftthanthe rightgreater inthe leftthantheright

hemisphere, the reversewas seen inthehemisphere, the reversewas seen in the

schizophrenia brains; this loss or reversalschizophrenia brains; this loss or reversal

of asymmetrywasmost significant inof asymmetrywasmost significant in

cortical layer 3. Pyramidalneurons in thiscorticallayer 3. Pyramidalneurons inthis

cell layer were significantly largeronthecell layer were significantly largeronthe

left andmore spherical in shape than onleft andmore spherical in shape thanon

theright sideincontrolbrains, but size andtheright side in controlbrains, but size and

shape didnotdiffer betweenthe two sidesshape didnotdiffer betweenthe two sides

in schizophrenia.Non-pyramidal andglialin schizophrenia.Non-pyramidal andglial

cell densitieswere unchanged.cell densitieswere unchanged.

ConclusionsConclusions We failed to find anWe failed to find an

increase inneuronal density, but foundincrease inneuronal density, but found

evidence at a cellular level of loss orevidence at a cellular level of loss or

reversalof asymmetry, consistentwiththereversal of asymmetry, consistentwiththe

hypothesis of a primarychange inthehypothesis of a primarychange inthe

relative developmentof areas ofrelative developmentof areas of

heteromodal associationcortexinthetwoheteromodal associationcortexinthetwo

hemispheres.hemispheres.
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Many of the clinical features of the syn-Many of the clinical features of the syn-

drome of schizophrenia – in particular thedrome of schizophrenia – in particular the

negative signs and symptoms – can be ex-negative signs and symptoms – can be ex-

plained as being due to dysfunction of theplained as being due to dysfunction of the

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Goldman-dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Goldman-

Rakic, 1994; Weinberger, 1988). SelemonRakic, 1994; Weinberger, 1988). Selemon

et alet al (1995, 1998) have reported that neu-(1995, 1998) have reported that neu-

ronal density is increased in this corticalronal density is increased in this cortical

area in schizophrenia and that the increasearea in schizophrenia and that the increase

is specific to Brodmann areas (BA) 9 andis specific to Brodmann areas (BA) 9 and

46 compared with BA 44 of Broca’s area46 compared with BA 44 of Broca’s area

(Selemon(Selemon et alet al, 2003). However, other, 2003). However, other

studies, using different methods, havestudies, using different methods, have

reported neuronal density in the dorso-reported neuronal density in the dorso-

lateral prefrontal cortex to be unchangedlateral prefrontal cortex to be unchanged

(Akbarian(Akbarian et alet al, 1995; Cotter, 1995; Cotter et alet al, 2002), 2002)

or reduced (Benesor reduced (Benes et alet al, 1986); similarly,, 1986); similarly,

decreased neuronal size was reported indecreased neuronal size was reported in

one subsequent study (Pierrione subsequent study (Pierri et alet al, 2001),, 2001),

but not in another (Cotterbut not in another (Cotter et alet al, 2002)., 2002).

Here we investigated cell density, size andHere we investigated cell density, size and

shape in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.shape in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.

We studied both sides of each brain, sinceWe studied both sides of each brain, since

all previous work had investigated a singleall previous work had investigated a single

(usually the left) hemisphere, and there is(usually the left) hemisphere, and there is

a body of anatomical evidence suggestinga body of anatomical evidence suggesting

that schizophrenia is associated with athat schizophrenia is associated with a

disturbance of cerebral asymmetry (Crow,disturbance of cerebral asymmetry (Crow,

1990, 1997; Petty, 1999).1990, 1997; Petty, 1999).

METHODMETHOD

Brains taken post-mortem from 10 peopleBrains taken post-mortem from 10 people

with schizophrenia and 10 comparisonwith schizophrenia and 10 comparison

brains from individuals without mental ill-brains from individuals without mental ill-

ness were collected at three centres in theness were collected at three centres in the

UK, as described by HighleyUK, as described by Highley et alet al (1998,(1998,

1999). The brains used in this study were1999). The brains used in this study were

selected from a larger series to include onlyselected from a larger series to include only

individuals younger than 75 years at death,individuals younger than 75 years at death,

whose post-mortem interval was less thanwhose post-mortem interval was less than

72 h. Demographic details are summarised72 h. Demographic details are summarised

in Table 1. Diagnoses were made by T. J.in Table 1. Diagnoses were made by T. J.

Crow on review of the clinical notes to ver-Crow on review of the clinical notes to ver-

ify that there was clear evidence that theify that there was clear evidence that the

cases satisfied DSM–IV criteria for schizo-cases satisfied DSM–IV criteria for schizo-

phrenia (American Psychiatric Association,phrenia (American Psychiatric Association,

1994), and that the comparison group had1994), and that the comparison group had

no history of psychiatric or neurologicalno history of psychiatric or neurological

disorder. All of the people with schizo-disorder. All of the people with schizo-

phrenia had been receiving long-term anti-phrenia had been receiving long-term anti-

psychotic medication, seven had beenpsychotic medication, seven had been

given electroconvulsive therapy and threegiven electroconvulsive therapy and three

had received insulin coma treatment. Brainshad received insulin coma treatment. Brains

were fixed in 10% formalin by suspensionwere fixed in 10% formalin by suspension

from the basilar artery, and cut into 5 mmfrom the basilar artery, and cut into 5 mm

thick coronal slices. All brains werethick coronal slices. All brains were

examined by a neuropathologist (M.M.E.examined by a neuropathologist (M.M.E.

or Dr B. McDonald, Department ofor Dr B. McDonald, Department of

Neurology, University of Oxford) to ex-Neurology, University of Oxford) to ex-

clude macroscopic or microscopic neuro-clude macroscopic or microscopic neuro-

pathology such as Alzheimer’s diseasepathology such as Alzheimer’s disease

(using the criteria of the Consortium to Es-(using the criteria of the Consortium to Es-

tablish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease;tablish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease;

MirraMirra et alet al, 1991), Parkinson’s disease or, 1991), Parkinson’s disease or

stroke.stroke.

Blocks of tissue containing the superiorBlocks of tissue containing the superior

and middle frontal gyri from the middleand middle frontal gyri from the middle

of both the right and left frontal lobesof both the right and left frontal lobes

were embedded in 12% celloidin, sectionedwere embedded in 12% celloidin, sectioned

at 60at 60 mmmm and stained with cresyland stained with cresyl

violet. Shrinkage (assumed to be three-violet. Shrinkage (assumed to be three-

dimensionally uniform) associated withdimensionally uniform) associated with

embedding in celloidin was estimated asembedding in celloidin was estimated as

follows: the cross-sectional area of thefollows: the cross-sectional area of the

block was measured before and after em-block was measured before and after em-

bedding and staining; the volume of thebedding and staining; the volume of the

block was inferred from these estimates ofblock was inferred from these estimates of

cross-sectional area: volume equals thecross-sectional area: volume equals the

square root of the area cubed, i.e.square root of the area cubed, i.e.

VV¼((
p
AA))33. Shrinkage due to formalin. Shrinkage due to formalin

fixation was not estimated.fixation was not estimated.

Three sections per hemisphere per caseThree sections per hemisphere per case

(that is, three from the left and three from(that is, three from the left and three from

the right) were assessed. All sections werethe right) were assessed. All sections were

from the superior frontal gyrus exhibitingfrom the superior frontal gyrus exhibiting

cytoarchitectural features of BA 9: that is,cytoarchitectural features of BA 9: that is,

a thin layer 2, pyramidal cells in layer 3a thin layer 2, pyramidal cells in layer 3

gradually increasing in size with depth,gradually increasing in size with depth,

bilaminar layer 5 and indistinct layer 6.bilaminar layer 5 and indistinct layer 6.

Cell counts were made using an OlympusCell counts were made using an Olympus

BX40 microscope andBX40 microscope and 66100 objective lens100 objective lens

under oil. The microscope was connectedunder oil. The microscope was connected

to a video camera and the image displayedto a video camera and the image displayed

on a computer monitor. A guard was used,on a computer monitor. A guard was used,

with guard depths at the top of the sectionwith guard depths at the top of the section

set at a minimum of 10set at a minimum of 10 mmm. Cells werem. Cells were

counted within an optically defined volumecounted within an optically defined volume

of tissue, based on the principle of the opti-of tissue, based on the principle of the opti-

cal disector as described by Williams &cal disector as described by Williams &

Rakic (1988), with a disector of 25Rakic (1988), with a disector of 25 mmmm

thickness. The dimensions of the ‘countingthickness. The dimensions of the ‘counting

box’ were 39box’ were 39 mmmm663131 mmmm662525 mmm, heightm, height

being determined using a digital gaugebeing determined using a digital gauge

(microcator) attached to the microscope(microcator) attached to the microscope

stage. All neurons whose nucleoli werestage. All neurons whose nucleoli were

either completely within the counting boxeither completely within the counting box
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or intersecting the back, right or bottom ofor intersecting the back, right or bottom of

the box were counted. Neurons were notthe box were counted. Neurons were not

counted if their nucleoli touched the front,counted if their nucleoli touched the front,

left or top of the box (for glia, the boundaryleft or top of the box (for glia, the boundary

of the cell was used to determine inclusionof the cell was used to determine inclusion

or exclusion in the counting box). Neuronsor exclusion in the counting box). Neurons

with a triangular profile were considered towith a triangular profile were considered to

be pyramidal; all other neurons werebe pyramidal; all other neurons were

classed as non-pyramidal. Neurons wereclassed as non-pyramidal. Neurons were

distinguished from glia by the presence ofdistinguished from glia by the presence of

Nissl substance and a clearly visibleNissl substance and a clearly visible

nucleolus. All cells (other than vessel-nucleolus. All cells (other than vessel-

associated cells) were placed in one of theassociated cells) were placed in one of the

three categories: pyramidal, non-pyramidalthree categories: pyramidal, non-pyramidal

or glial cells. Counting boxes were placedor glial cells. Counting boxes were placed

sequentially from the pial surface to thesequentially from the pial surface to the

boundary between the grey and whiteboundary between the grey and white

matter, to give a single vertical probematter, to give a single vertical probe

extending through all six layers of theextending through all six layers of the

cortex. Five of these probes were positionedcortex. Five of these probes were positioned

in areas exhibiting the cytoarchitecturalin areas exhibiting the cytoarchitectural

features of BA 9 (Rajkowska & Goldman-features of BA 9 (Rajkowska & Goldman-

Rakic, 1995), where the plane of sectioningRakic, 1995), where the plane of sectioning

was perpendicular to the ‘grain’ of thewas perpendicular to the ‘grain’ of the

cortical laminae and where there were nocortical laminae and where there were no

major tears or artefacts obscuring themajor tears or artefacts obscuring the

cortex. Cell density was estimated in fivecortex. Cell density was estimated in five

probes in both the left and the rightprobes in both the left and the right

prefrontal cortex – i.e. ten probes perprefrontal cortex – i.e. ten probes per

brain – to give an estimate of neuronalbrain – to give an estimate of neuronal

and glial density in each hemisphere overalland glial density in each hemisphere overall

and in each cortical lamina. This samplingand in each cortical lamina. This sampling

protocol was chosen to mirror that ofprotocol was chosen to mirror that of

SelemonSelemon et alet al. An indication of the preci-. An indication of the preci-

sion of the sampling protocol is given bysion of the sampling protocol is given by

the coefficient of error (CE), which wasthe coefficient of error (CE), which was

calculated in ten cases using the methodcalculated in ten cases using the method

of Braendgaardof Braendgaard et alet al (1990). A CE of less(1990). A CE of less

than 10% is considered acceptable. All esti-than 10% is considered acceptable. All esti-

mates of neuronal density were performedmates of neuronal density were performed

masked to clinical details by one personmasked to clinical details by one person

(T.J.C.).(T.J.C.).

All estimates of neuronal density areAll estimates of neuronal density are

reported after individual correction forreported after individual correction for

shrinkage using the following formula:shrinkage using the following formula:

neuronal densityneuronal density¼ (average number of(average number of

neurons per counting box/volumeneurons per counting box/volume

of the counting box)of the counting box)66(volume of block(volume of block

after embedding/volume of block priorafter embedding/volume of block prior

to embedding).to embedding).

Measurement of cell size and shapeMeasurement of cell size and shape

Cell size and shape measurements wereCell size and shape measurements were

made masked to diagnosis using KS400.3made masked to diagnosis using KS400.3

imaging software (Imaging Associates,imaging software (Imaging Associates,

Bicester, UK). Pyramidal neurons wereBicester, UK). Pyramidal neurons were

sampled from layer 3 (easily identified fromsampled from layer 3 (easily identified from

layers 2 and 4, having small pyramidal neu-layers 2 and 4, having small pyramidal neu-

rons at the top of layer 3, which rangedrons at the top of layer 3, which ranged

down to large pyramidal neurons at thedown to large pyramidal neurons at the

bottom, and clearly distinct from the smallbottom, and clearly distinct from the small

circular interneurons of layer 4). Three sec-circular interneurons of layer 4). Three sec-

tions were taken from each hemisphere oftions were taken from each hemisphere of

each brain. Pyramidal neurons were identi-each brain. Pyramidal neurons were identi-

fied by their shape and the presence of afied by their shape and the presence of a

single, large apical dendrite extending verti-single, large apical dendrite extending verti-

cally toward the pial surface. Three sweepscally toward the pial surface. Three sweeps

were made through layer 3 from eachwere made through layer 3 from each

hemisphere, and pyramidal neurons werehemisphere, and pyramidal neurons were

sampled systematically from the top to thesampled systematically from the top to the

bottom of layer 3. By focusing up andbottom of layer 3. By focusing up and

down through the section, we measureddown through the section, we measured

neurons only when they had a visible nu-neurons only when they had a visible nu-

cleolus, and this was the point at whichcleolus, and this was the point at which

the neurons had the greatest area. Measure-the neurons had the greatest area. Measure-

ments were made by manually tracingments were made by manually tracing

around the perimeter of the neuron, andaround the perimeter of the neuron, and

cell area and shape (cell area and shape (FFcirclecircle, a function relat-, a function relat-

ing area to perimeter: 1 denoting a circle,ing area to perimeter: 1 denoting a circle,

0 denoting a triangle; Law & Harrison,0 denoting a triangle; Law & Harrison,

2003) were calculated. An average of 1202003) were calculated. An average of 120

(range 60–200) pyramidal neurons per(range 60–200) pyramidal neurons per

brain were measured from each hemi-brain were measured from each hemi-

sphere.sphere.

Statistical analysisStatistical analysis

A repeated-measures analysis of varianceA repeated-measures analysis of variance

with side as the within-subject factor waswith side as the within-subject factor was

performed to test for differences in overallperformed to test for differences in overall

neuronal and glial density and corticalneuronal and glial density and cortical

thickness between the two groups. Athickness between the two groups. A PP va-va-

lue of 0.05, two-tailed, was chosen as thelue of 0.05, two-tailed, was chosen as the

threshold for statistical significance. Thisthreshold for statistical significance. This

analysis was repeated separately for eachanalysis was repeated separately for each

cortical layer. For thesecortical layer. For these post hocpost hoc analysesanalyses

we used a Bonferroni correction of 6 to yieldwe used a Bonferroni correction of 6 to yield

a significanta significant PP value of 0.0083, two-tailed.value of 0.0083, two-tailed.

The possible confounding effects of dura-The possible confounding effects of dura-

tion in formalin, post-mortem interval,tion in formalin, post-mortem interval,

age at death, brain weight, age at onsetage at death, brain weight, age at onset

and duration of illness were analysed usingand duration of illness were analysed using

Pearson’s correlation coefficient. PairedPearson’s correlation coefficient. Paired

tt-tests were used to compare cell sizes-tests were used to compare cell sizes

and shapes in layer 3 in right and leftand shapes in layer 3 in right and left

hemispheres.hemispheres.

RESULTSRESULTS

Precision of the sampling protocolPrecision of the sampling protocol

The calculated coefficients of error for theThe calculated coefficients of error for the

estimates of pyramidal, non-pyramidal,estimates of pyramidal, non-pyramidal,

neuronal (overall) and glial densities forneuronal (overall) and glial densities for

this area of the cortex as a whole were allthis area of the cortex as a whole were all

below 5%, indicating that this samplingbelow 5%, indicating that this sampling

protocol was sufficiently precise for theseprotocol was sufficiently precise for these

parameters. With the exception of layer 1,parameters. With the exception of layer 1,

the CEs for the estimates of neuronal den-the CEs for the estimates of neuronal den-

sity (overall) for the individual corticalsity (overall) for the individual cortical

laminae were also less than 10% (rangelaminae were also less than 10% (range

2.3–9.5). It can be concluded that the preci-2.3–9.5). It can be concluded that the preci-

sion of our estimates of neuronal densitysion of our estimates of neuronal density

for layers 2 to 6 was adequate. The CEs cal-for layers 2 to 6 was adequate. The CEs cal-

culated for the pyramidal neuronal densityculated for the pyramidal neuronal density

estimates were less than 10% only in layersestimates were less than 10% only in layers

3, 5 and 6. The laminar analysis of non-3, 5 and 6. The laminar analysis of non-

pyramidal neuron and glial densities is notpyramidal neuron and glial densities is not

reported because the calculated CE forreported because the calculated CE for

these parameters indicated that ourthese parameters indicated that our

sampling protocol did not estimate thesesampling protocol did not estimate these

parameters accurately, i.e. an insufficientparameters accurately, i.e. an insufficient

number of non-pyramidal neurons and glianumber of non-pyramidal neurons and glia

were counted per lamina (further infor-were counted per lamina (further infor-

mation available from the author uponmation available from the author upon

request).request).

ShrinkageShrinkage

Embedding in celloidin resulted in variableEmbedding in celloidin resulted in variable

shrinkage from brain to brain (pre- to post-shrinkage from brain to brain (pre- to post-

embedding ratios 0.5 to 0.82), but the meanembedding ratios 0.5 to 0.82), but the mean

and scatter were closely similar in the twoand scatter were closely similar in the two

sample groups.sample groups.

Neuronal densityNeuronal density

The mean total neuronal density for theThe mean total neuronal density for the

schizophrenia series was 35 000 (s.d.schizophrenia series was 35 000 (s.d.¼
6500) per mm6500) per mm33 on the left and 38 200on the left and 38 200

(s.d.(s.d.¼3600) per mm3600) per mm33 on the right; for theon the right; for the

2 72 7

Table1Table1 Demographic details of sampleDemographic details of sample

CharacteristicsCharacteristics Schizophrenia groupSchizophrenia group Control groupControl group

Weight of brain, g: mean (s.d.)Weight of brain, g: mean (s.d.) 1296 (151)1296 (151) 1230 (154)1230 (154)

Weight of cerebrum, g: mean (s.d.)Weight of cerebrum, g: mean (s.d.) 1051 (181)1051 (181) 1068 (139)1068 (139)

Gender (male/female),Gender (male/female), nn 6/46/4 6/46/4

Age at death, years: mean (s.d.)Age at death, years: mean (s.d.) 60 (14)60 (14) 60 (10)60 (10)

Age at onset, years: mean (s.d.)Age at onset, years: mean (s.d.) 28 (9)28 (9)

Duration of illness, years: mean (s.d.)Duration of illness, years: mean (s.d.) 31 (12)31 (12)

Post-mortem interval, h: mean (s.d.)Post-mortem interval, h: mean (s.d.) 36 (19)36 (19) 38 (17)38 (17)

Time in formalin, months: mean (s.d.)Time in formalin, months: mean (s.d.) 89 (20)89 (20) 67 (12)67 (12)11

1. Significantly different: unpaired1. Significantly different: unpaired tt-test-test PP¼0.006.0.006.
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control series, the corresponding valuescontrol series, the corresponding values

were 41 500 (s.d.were 41 500 (s.d.¼8600) per mm8600) per mm33 andand

36 200 (s.d.36 200 (s.d.¼5700) per mm5700) per mm33 respectively.respectively.

In the control group brains total neuronalIn the control group brains total neuronal

density was generally greater in the leftdensity was generally greater in the left

hemisphere, the reverse pattern beinghemisphere, the reverse pattern being

observed in the schizophrenia brainsobserved in the schizophrenia brains

((FF¼12.0, d.f.12.0, d.f.¼1,18,1,18, PP¼0.003) (Fig. 1(a)).0.003) (Fig. 1(a)).

Overall total neuronal density – the aver-Overall total neuronal density – the aver-

age of left and right values – did not differage of left and right values – did not differ

between the two series (between the two series (FF¼0.78,0.78,

d.f.d.f.¼1,18,1,18, PP¼0.39) (Fig. 2(a)).0.39) (Fig. 2(a)).

Table 2 gives the estimates for neuronalTable 2 gives the estimates for neuronal

density for each cortical layer together withdensity for each cortical layer together with

an analysis of the group and side compari-an analysis of the group and side compari-

sons. After Bonferroni correction, onlysons. After Bonferroni correction, only

layer 3 was significantly different in schizo-layer 3 was significantly different in schizo-

phrenia (see Fig. 1(b)), although there was aphrenia (see Fig. 1(b)), although there was a

trend towards significance in layers 2 andtrend towards significance in layers 2 and

6. There was no correlation between neuro-6. There was no correlation between neuro-

nal density and age at death (nal density and age at death (rr¼0.228,0.228,

d.f.d.f.¼1.18,1.18, PP¼0.333), post-mortem interval0.333), post-mortem interval

((rr¼770.299, d.f.0.299, d.f.¼1,18,1,18, PP¼0.201) or time0.201) or time

stored in formalin (rstored in formalin (r¼770.252, d.f.0.252, d.f.¼1,18,1,18,

PP¼0.285).0.285).

The mean pyramidal neuronal densityThe mean pyramidal neuronal density

for the schizophrenia group was 21 900for the schizophrenia group was 21 900

(s.d.(s.d.¼4000) per mm4000) per mm33 on the left andon the left and

25 600 (s.d.25 600 (s.d.¼3300) per mm3300) per mm33 on the right;on the right;

for the comparison group the correspond-for the comparison group the correspond-

ing values were 24 700 (s.d.ing values were 24 700 (s.d.¼5800) per5800) per

mmmm33 and 23 100 (s.d.and 23 100 (s.d.¼3900) per mm3900) per mm33 re-re-

spectively. Estimates of pyramidal neuronalspectively. Estimates of pyramidal neuronal

density for each cortical layer and thedensity for each cortical layer and the

results of statistical analysis are given inresults of statistical analysis are given in

Table 3. Although there was a trendTable 3. Although there was a trend

towards a significant effect in layers 3 andtowards a significant effect in layers 3 and

6, the6, the PP values of 0.014 and 0.009values of 0.014 and 0.009

respectively were not significant afterrespectively were not significant after

Bonferroni correction.Bonferroni correction.

The mean density of non-pyramidalThe mean density of non-pyramidal

neurons in the schizophrenia group wasneurons in the schizophrenia group was

13 100 (s.d.13 100 (s.d.¼3700) per mm3700) per mm33 on theon the

left and 12 600 (s.d.left and 12 600 (s.d.¼2300) per mm2300) per mm33 onon

the right; for the comparison groupthe right; for the comparison group

the corresponding values were 16 800the corresponding values were 16 800

(s.d.(s.d.¼6500) per mm6500) per mm33 and 13 100and 13 100

(s.d.(s.d.¼3200) per mm3200) per mm33 respectively. Theserespectively. These

differences between groups and betweendifferences between groups and between

sides were not significant.sides were not significant.

Pyramidal cell size and shapePyramidal cell size and shape

Table 4 gives the mean cross-sectional areaTable 4 gives the mean cross-sectional area

of pyramidal neurons in cortical layer 3.of pyramidal neurons in cortical layer 3.

Pyramidal neurons in layer 3 were largerPyramidal neurons in layer 3 were larger

on the left than the right in control brainson the left than the right in control brains

((PP550.008) but were equal in size on the0.008) but were equal in size on the

two sides in the schizophrenia brains. Pyra-two sides in the schizophrenia brains. Pyra-

midal cell size did not correlate with any ofmidal cell size did not correlate with any of

the demographic variables, although therethe demographic variables, although there

was a trend towards a negative correlationwas a trend towards a negative correlation

with age at death (with age at death (rr¼770.432, d.f.0.432, d.f.¼16,16,

PP¼0.073). The index of pyramidal cell0.073). The index of pyramidal cell

shape revealed an asymmetry in layer 3shape revealed an asymmetry in layer 3

(left(left44right), reflecting neurons being short-right), reflecting neurons being short-

er and/or fatter in the left hemisphere in theer and/or fatter in the left hemisphere in the

comparison group, but with no asymmetrycomparison group, but with no asymmetry

in the schizophrenia group.in the schizophrenia group.

Glial densityGlial density

The overall glial density was 16 500The overall glial density was 16 500

(s.d.(s.d.¼3460) per mm3460) per mm33 for the schizophreniafor the schizophrenia

group and 16 600 (s.d.group and 16 600 (s.d.¼5100) per mm5100) per mm33 forfor

the comparison group. These values did notthe comparison group. These values did not

differ between the two groups (differ between the two groups (FF¼0.004,0.004,

d.f.d.f.¼1,18,1,18, PP¼0.950) (Fig. 2(b)). There0.950) (Fig. 2(b)). There

was no correlation between glial densitywas no correlation between glial density

and age at death (and age at death (rr¼770.076, d.f.0.076, d.f.¼1,18,1,18,

PP¼0.749), post-mortem interval (0.749), post-mortem interval (rr¼0.002,0.002,

d.f.d.f.¼1,18,1,18, PP¼0.995) or time stored in for-0.995) or time stored in for-

malin (rmalin (r¼770.306, d.f.0.306, d.f.¼1,18,1,18, PP¼0.189).0.189).

Glial density correlated with overall neuro-Glial density correlated with overall neuro-

nal density (nal density (rr¼0.52, d.f.0.52, d.f.¼1,18,1,18, PP¼0.020)0.020)

and pyramidal cell density (and pyramidal cell density (rr¼0.62,0.62,

d.f.d.f.¼1,18,1,18, PP¼0.004), but not with non-0.004), but not with non-

pyramidal cell density (pyramidal cell density (rr¼0.22, d.f.0.22, d.f.¼1,18,1,18,

PP¼0.35).0.35).

Cortical thicknessCortical thickness

Total cortical thickness did not differTotal cortical thickness did not differ

between groups, nor did the proportionbetween groups, nor did the proportion

contributed by each cortical lamina (Tablecontributed by each cortical lamina (Table

5). Cortical thickness correlated inversely5). Cortical thickness correlated inversely

with overall neuronal density (with overall neuronal density (rr¼770.64,0.64,

d.f.d.f.¼18,18, PP¼0.002) and non-pyramidal0.002) and non-pyramidal

neuronal density (neuronal density (rr¼770.75, d.f.0.75, d.f.¼18,18,

PP550.001), but not with pyramidal cell0.001), but not with pyramidal cell

density (density (rr¼770.28, d.f.0.28, d.f.¼18,18, PP¼0.23) or0.23) or

glial density (glial density (rr¼770.008, d.f.0.008, d.f.¼18,18,

PP¼0.973).0.973).

DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

In a series of ten brains from individualsIn a series of ten brains from individuals

with schizophrenia and ten comparisonwith schizophrenia and ten comparison

brains from individuals of similar age, webrains from individuals of similar age, we

did not detect evidence of an overall in-did not detect evidence of an overall in-

crease in neuronal density in the prefrontalcrease in neuronal density in the prefrontal

cortex in the disease group; instead, wecortex in the disease group; instead, we

found a decrease in neuronal density infound a decrease in neuronal density in

the left hemisphere and an increase in den-the left hemisphere and an increase in den-

sity in the right hemisphere in comparisonsity in the right hemisphere in comparison

with controls, and that in these controlswith controls, and that in these controls

the density on the left was greater than thatthe density on the left was greater than that

on the right. This finding can be interpretedon the right. This finding can be interpreted

as indicating either a left-sided reduction inas indicating either a left-sided reduction in

neuronal density or a loss (or perhaps evenneuronal density or a loss (or perhaps even

a reversal) of cerebral asymmetry.a reversal) of cerebral asymmetry.

Our results contrast with those ofOur results contrast with those of

SelemonSelemon et alet al, who found that in people, who found that in people

2 82 8

Fig. 1Fig. 1 (a) Overall neuronal density in left and right(a) Overall neuronal density in left and right

hemispheres of the schizophrenia and control grouphemispheres of the schizophrenia and control group

brains. (b) Neuronal cell density in layer 3 of the leftbrains. (b) Neuronal cell density in layer 3 of the left

and right hemispheres of the schizophrenia andand right hemispheres of the schizophrenia and

control group brains.control group brains.

Fig. 2Fig. 2 Comparison of schizophrenia and controlComparison of schizophrenia and control

group brains. (a) Average neuronal density. (b) Glialgroup brains. (a) Average neuronal density. (b) Glial

density.density.
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with schizophrenia neuronal density waswith schizophrenia neuronal density was

increased by 17% in left BA 9 (Selemonincreased by 17% in left BA 9 (Selemon etet

alal, 1995, 1998). We believe that methodo-, 1995, 1998). We believe that methodo-

logical factors are unlikely to explain thelogical factors are unlikely to explain the

differences between the findings, since bothdifferences between the findings, since both

groups used similar methods: celloidin em-groups used similar methods: celloidin em-

bedding and a nearly identical countingbedding and a nearly identical counting

protocol. Furthermore, subtle differencesprotocol. Furthermore, subtle differences

in the delineation of anatomical areas arein the delineation of anatomical areas are

an improbable explanation, since Selemonan improbable explanation, since Selemon

et alet al found raised neuronal density in thefound raised neuronal density in the

area of cortex beside BA 9 (i.e. BA 46)area of cortex beside BA 9 (i.e. BA 46)

and also in primary visual cortex, althoughand also in primary visual cortex, although

in a subsequent study not in BA 44in a subsequent study not in BA 44

(Selemon(Selemon et alet al, 2003). Pakkenberg (1993), 2003). Pakkenberg (1993)

also found an increase in neuronal densityalso found an increase in neuronal density

in the frontal lobe considered as a singlein the frontal lobe considered as a single

entity. It is possible that the differencesentity. It is possible that the differences

between the findings in different studiesbetween the findings in different studies

relate to shrinkage; although shrinkage duerelate to shrinkage; although shrinkage due

to embedding varied markedly from caseto embedding varied markedly from case

to case in our study, the mean shrinkageto case in our study, the mean shrinkage

for each group was nearly identical.for each group was nearly identical.

A possible explanation for an increaseA possible explanation for an increase

in neuronal density is a reduction in thein neuronal density is a reduction in the

volume of grey matter observedvolume of grey matter observed in vivoin vivo inin

some magnetic resonance imaging studiessome magnetic resonance imaging studies

of schizophrenia (McCarleyof schizophrenia (McCarley et alet al, 1991)., 1991).

In our study and those of SelemonIn our study and those of Selemon et alet al

(1995, 1998) cortical thickness correlated(1995, 1998) cortical thickness correlated

inversely with neuronal density. Corticalinversely with neuronal density. Cortical

thickness was non-significantly reduced inthickness was non-significantly reduced in

the Selemonthe Selemon et alet al studies; in our study thestudies; in our study the

cortex was not thinner and there was nocortex was not thinner and there was no

evidence of a change that was selective toevidence of a change that was selective to

a particular cortical layer (see Table 5).a particular cortical layer (see Table 5).

Whether or not the changes observed inWhether or not the changes observed in

BA 9 by SelemonBA 9 by Selemon et alet al are attributable toare attributable to

a change in cortical width, this clearly can-a change in cortical width, this clearly can-

not be the explanation for the decrease innot be the explanation for the decrease in

density on the left side in our investigation.density on the left side in our investigation.

Our findings in the left hemisphere areOur findings in the left hemisphere are

similar to those of Benessimilar to those of Benes et alet al (1986), who(1986), who

noted a non-significant 27% reduction innoted a non-significant 27% reduction in

neuron density in layer 3 – in addition toneuron density in layer 3 – in addition to

a significant reduction in neuronal densitya significant reduction in neuronal density

in layer 6 – of BA 10 of the prefrontal cor-in layer 6 – of BA 10 of the prefrontal cor-

tex in the brains of seven individuals withtex in the brains of seven individuals with

schizophrenia. (One of the strengths of theschizophrenia. (One of the strengths of the

BenesBenes et alet al study was that tissue shrinkagestudy was that tissue shrinkage

was minimised by cutting sections on awas minimised by cutting sections on a

vibratome, thereby eliminating the needvibratome, thereby eliminating the need

for paraffin embedding.) Cotterfor paraffin embedding.) Cotter et alet al (2002)(2002)

used a two-dimensional method to estimateused a two-dimensional method to estimate

neuronal density in BA 9 of the prefrontalneuronal density in BA 9 of the prefrontal

cortex of the brains (hemisphere unspeci-cortex of the brains (hemisphere unspeci-

fied) of 15 people with schizophrenia andfied) of 15 people with schizophrenia and

15 normal controls. They found no evi-15 normal controls. They found no evi-

dence that neuronal density was altered indence that neuronal density was altered in

schizophrenia relative to controls.schizophrenia relative to controls.

2 92 9

Table 2Table 2 Neuronal densityNeuronal density

CorticalCortical Density, neurons/mmDensity, neurons/mm33: mean (s.d.): mean (s.d.) FF11 d.f.d.f. PP22

layerlayer
SchizophreniaSchizophrenia ComparisonComparison

LeftLeft RightRight LeftLeft RightRight

11 15 000 (5700)15 000 (5700) 17000 (5300)17 000 (5300) 19 000 (5000)19 000 (5000) 17000 (4500)17 000 (4500) 4.544.54 1,181,18 0.0470.047

22 67000 (12 000)67 000 (12 000) 73 000 (7900)73 000 (7900) 78 000 (18 000)78 000 (18 000) 68 000 (7600)68 000 (7600) 7.577.57 1,181,18 0.0130.013

33 33 000 (6500)33 000 (6500) 36 000 (4900)36 000 (4900) 40 000 (9400)40 000 (9400) 34 000 (6600)34 000 (6600) 12.912.9 1,181,18 0.0020.00233

44 54 000 (15 000)54 000 (15 000) 58 000 (13 000)58 000 (13 000) 62 000 (14 300)62 000 (14 300) 59 000 (11300)59 000 (11300) 1.0491.049 1,181,18 0.3190.319

55 34 000 (6000)34 000 (6000) 35 000 (5300)35 000 (5300) 40 000 (10 000)40 000 (10 000) 36 000 (5700)36 000 (5700) 2.1842.184 1,181,18 0.1570.157

66 30 000 (6400)30 000 (6400) 34 000 (4600)34 000 (4600) 34 000 (8300)34 000 (8300) 30 000 (5800)30 000 (5800) 6.236.23 1,181,18 0.0220.022

1.1. FF ratios represent the results of repeated-measures analysis of variance comparing the difference between right andratios represent the results of repeated-measures analysis of variance comparing the difference between right and
left neuronal density between the schizophrenia and control brains.left neuronal density between the schizophrenia and control brains.
2. Two-tailed (uncorrected).2. Two-tailed (uncorrected).
3. Survives Bonferroni correction.3. Survives Bonferroni correction.

Table 3Table 3 Pyramidal neuronal densityPyramidal neuronal density

CorticalCortical Density, neurons/mmDensity, neurons/mm33: mean (s.d.): mean (s.d.) FF11 d.f.d.f. PP22

layerlayer
SchizophreniaSchizophrenia ComparisonComparison

LeftLeft RightRight LeftLeft RightRight

11 1180 (1690)1180 (1690) 1180 (823)1180 (823) 814 (1230)814 (1230) 713 (975)713 (975) 0.0230.023 1,181,18 0.8820.882

22 30500 (11000)30 500 (11000) 38 000 (11000)38 000 (11000) 30 100 (17 000)30 100 (17000) 27 700 (14 000)27 700 (14 000) 2.202.20 1,181,18 0.1550.155

33 24 200 (3600)24 200 (3600) 26 600 (3500)26 600 (3500) 26 800 (4400)26 800 (4400) 24 500 (4400)24 500 (4400) 7.417.41 1,181,18 0.0140.014

44 21900 (8900)21900 (8900) 30 900 (11600)30 900 (11600) 27 700 (14 000)27 700 (14 000) 27 700 (9100)27 700 (9100) 1.851.85 1,181,18 0.1900.190

55 24 700 (5800)24 700 (5800) 26700 (5000)26700 (5000) 27 200 (8100)27200 (8100) 27 800 (4000)27800 (4000) 0.150.15 1,181,18 0.7050.705

66 23 600 (5600)23 600 (5600) 27900 (4300)27 900 (4300) 27300 (6100)27300 (6100) 25 000 (3900)25 000 (3900) 8.438.43 1,181,18 0.0090.009

1.1. FF ratios represent the results of repeated-measures analysis of variance comparing the difference between right andratios represent the results of repeated-measures analysis of variance comparing the difference between right and
left pyramidal neuronal density between the schizophrenia and control brains. Analysis of the combined layers givesleft pyramidal neuronal density between the schizophrenia and control brains. Analysis of the combined layers gives
FF¼5.48, d.f.5.48, d.f.¼1,18,1,18, PP¼0.031.0.031.
2. Two-tailed (uncorrected).2. Two-tailed (uncorrected).

Table 4Table 4 Cross-sectional area and shape of pyramidal neurons in cortical layer 3Cross-sectional area and shape of pyramidal neurons in cortical layer 3

SchizophreniaSchizophrenia ComparisonComparison

LeftLeft

((nn¼9)9)

RightRight

((nn¼9)9) PP

LeftLeft

((nn¼10)10)

RightRight

((nn¼9)9) tt ((PP))

Pyramidal cell size,Pyramidal cell size, mmmm22: mean (s.d.): mean (s.d.) 306 (33)306 (33) 300 (31)300 (31) 313 (37)313 (37) 294 (32)294 (32)

PairedPaired tt-test-test 0.640.64 3.485 (0.008)3.485 (0.008)

Pyramidal cell shape, mean (s.d.)Pyramidal cell shape, mean (s.d.) 0.66 (0.05)0.66 (0.05) 0.67 (0.06)0.67 (0.06) 0.64 (0.03)0.64 (0.03) 0.60 (0.05)0.60 (0.05)

PairedPaired tt-test-test NSNS 3.27 (0.011)3.27 (0.011)
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We thus failed to confirm the hypoth-We thus failed to confirm the hypoth-

esis that schizophrenia is associated withesis that schizophrenia is associated with

an increase in neuronal density in thean increase in neuronal density in the

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; instead, wedorsolateral prefrontal cortex; instead, we

found evidence of loss or reversal of asym-found evidence of loss or reversal of asym-

metry. We think it unlikely that a changemetry. We think it unlikely that a change

that is differentially distributed betweenthat is differentially distributed between

brain hemispheres is related to neurolepticbrain hemispheres is related to neuroleptic

or other treatments that the patients mightor other treatments that the patients might

have received, and conclude therefore thathave received, and conclude therefore that

it must in some way be related to the dis-it must in some way be related to the dis-

ease process. With other indices of morpho-ease process. With other indices of morpho-

logical change in this brain series we havelogical change in this brain series we have

evidence of either a loss of asymmetryevidence of either a loss of asymmetry

(e.g. in the pulvinar; Highley(e.g. in the pulvinar; Highley et alet al, 2003), 2003)

or a reversal of asymmetry (e.g. in lengthor a reversal of asymmetry (e.g. in length

measures over the dorsal surface of the cor-measures over the dorsal surface of the cor-

tex; Highleytex; Highley et alet al, 1998) and of loss or re-, 1998) and of loss or re-

versal of asymmetry of the volume of theversal of asymmetry of the volume of the

superior temporal gyrus (Highleysuperior temporal gyrus (Highley et alet al,,

1999) and the parahippocampal and fusi-1999) and the parahippocampal and fusi-

form gyri (McDonaldform gyri (McDonald et alet al, 2000). The rela-, 2000). The rela-

tive change in density of neurons in the twotive change in density of neurons in the two

hemispheres (which survived Bonferronihemispheres (which survived Bonferroni

correction) in layer 3 was paralleled by acorrection) in layer 3 was paralleled by a

loss of asymmetry of pyramidal cell sizeloss of asymmetry of pyramidal cell size

and shape. Thus the findings suggest an al-and shape. Thus the findings suggest an al-

ternative to the pathophysiology proposedternative to the pathophysiology proposed

by Selemonby Selemon et alet al – that the reduction in– that the reduction in

connectivity in schizophrenia is not general-connectivity in schizophrenia is not general-

ised or specifically related to the dorsolat-ised or specifically related to the dorsolat-

eral prefrontal cortex (Selemoneral prefrontal cortex (Selemon et alet al,,

2003), but relates to the connections2003), but relates to the connections

between the two hemispheres, or to differ-between the two hemispheres, or to differ-

ential changes within each hemisphere.ential changes within each hemisphere.

Asymmetry of the Sylvian fissure was firstAsymmetry of the Sylvian fissure was first

reported by Eberstaller (1884), and thisreported by Eberstaller (1884), and this

and other asymmetries – for example ofand other asymmetries – for example of

the planum temporale (Geschwind &the planum temporale (Geschwind &

Levitsky, 1968) – reflect a ‘torque’ or biasLevitsky, 1968) – reflect a ‘torque’ or bias

in the structure of the cerebral cortex acrossin the structure of the cerebral cortex across

the anteroposterior axis from right frontalthe anteroposterior axis from right frontal

to left occipital (Witelson & Kigar, 1988).to left occipital (Witelson & Kigar, 1988).

We assume that the torque is in some wayWe assume that the torque is in some way

related to the asymmetry in density ofrelated to the asymmetry in density of

pyramidal and other cellular componentspyramidal and other cellular components

of the cortex that we observe in BA 9 ofof the cortex that we observe in BA 9 of

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. There isdorsolateral prefrontal cortex. There is

evidence, for example from the minicolumnevidence, for example from the minicolumn

structure of the planum, that these asymme-structure of the planum, that these asymme-

tries distinguish the cerebral cortex oftries distinguish the cerebral cortex of

humans from that of other primateshumans from that of other primates

(Buxhoeveden(Buxhoeveden et alet al, 2001). A number of, 2001). A number of

macroscopic alterations of cerebralmacroscopic alterations of cerebral

asymmetry have been reported in schizo-asymmetry have been reported in schizo-

phrenia in imaging and post-mortemphrenia in imaging and post-mortem

studies (Crow, 1990, 1997; Petty, 1999;studies (Crow, 1990, 1997; Petty, 1999;

SommerSommer et alet al, 2001). Our study indicates, 2001). Our study indicates

that these have a correlate at the cellularthat these have a correlate at the cellular

level. If the primary change in psychosis islevel. If the primary change in psychosis is

an anomaly of development of the relation-an anomaly of development of the relation-

ship between the hemispheres, this is con-ship between the hemispheres, this is con-

sistent with the concept that the disordersistent with the concept that the disorder

relates to those areas of the cerebral cortexrelates to those areas of the cerebral cortex

(such as heteromodal association areas)(such as heteromodal association areas)

that developed last in hominid evolutionthat developed last in hominid evolution

and go on developing late in ontogeny.and go on developing late in ontogeny.

We note some previous evidence ofWe note some previous evidence of

neuronal size asymmetries in the literature.neuronal size asymmetries in the literature.

Hayes & Lewis (1995) reported that theHayes & Lewis (1995) reported that the

large layer 3 pyramidal neurons that theylarge layer 3 pyramidal neurons that they

identified in BA 45 of Broca’s area wereidentified in BA 45 of Broca’s area were

larger in the left hemisphere than in thelarger in the left hemisphere than in the

right, as in the controls in the current study.right, as in the controls in the current study.

By contrast, in the orbitofrontal cortexBy contrast, in the orbitofrontal cortex

CotterCotter et alet al (2005) observed in individuals(2005) observed in individuals

without mental illness asymmetry of cellwithout mental illness asymmetry of cell

size to the right. Interestingly, this asym-size to the right. Interestingly, this asym-

metry was reversed (cell size was smallermetry was reversed (cell size was smaller

on the right than on the left) in bothon the right than on the left) in both

patients with bipolar disorder and majorpatients with bipolar disorder and major

depression, but unchanged in patients withdepression, but unchanged in patients with

schizophrenia.schizophrenia.
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CLINICAL IMPLICATIONSCLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

&& Previous reports of a uniform increase in neuronal density in dorsolateralPrevious reports of a uniform increase in neuronal density in dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex in schizophrenia are not replicated.prefrontal cortex in schizophrenia are not replicated.

&& Subtle asymmetries of pyramidal cell density, size and shape in individuals withoutSubtle asymmetries of pyramidal cell density, size and shape in individuals without
mental illness are reversed or lost in peoplewith schizophrenia.mental illness are reversed or lost in peoplewith schizophrenia.

&& The findings are consistentwith the loss/reversal of cerebral asymmetryThe findings are consistentwith the loss/reversal of cerebral asymmetry
hypothesis of pathophysiology at the cellular level.hypothesis of pathophysiology at the cellular level.

LIMITATIONSLIMITATIONS

&& This is a relatively small study (10This is a relatively small study (10 v.v.10 brains).10 brains).

&& Only one area (Brodmann area 9) of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has beenOnly one area (Brodmann area 9) of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has been
assessed.assessed.

&& Gender differences have not been investigated.Gender differences have not been investigated.
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